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TREADING THE TROUBLED EATERS OE TRAINING:
SOME GUIDELINES FOR IMPROVING LEARNING EFFICIENCY*

John Lackmann
Department of Family Practi6e

University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa

ABSTRACT

The role of learning as a tool for enhancing human efficiency
and survival characteristixs.is examined. The advantages of using
simulations in general, and simulated patients in particular, asa
means of improving learning efficiency is dikussed. Thirty,impor-
tent concepts based on research findings from the areas of mathe-
matics, biophysics, physiology, information theory, cybernetics,
psychophysics, physical psychology, neurOturgery, brain cell function
research, artificial intelligence, communication and media are pre-
sented: These concepts provide solid guidance for individuals
interested in promoting learning efficiency. Furthermore, these
raise important issues that must be satisfactorily resolved by any
theory which purports to explain how humans learn.

Based on these premises it is suggested 'that the three princi-
pal requirements whioh are necessary for the optimal packaging of
information for learning efficiency are (1) matching eaulationai'
rmaterials

the sensory-input/data-Processing characteristics and
O personal needs .of the learner, (2),enabling ach studento

K'control' his own learning pace and (3) assuring ade uate learner
motive on.

----
NI

gimula ions constructed in accord with the above concepts of
infqrmati kaging were tested at eight national and regional
medical '..6* Reactions from 846 hysicians and other health
professionals were Olicited. More than ninety'percent found them
interesting, instruc ve, challenging, useful and thought that they
"rang true."

It is, concluded that training institutions could significantly
improve learning efficiency by (1),providing more °on-the-real-job"
experiences, (2) incorporating wl&i'r use of simulations and games. that
realistically mirror importhnt situa ions, and (3) allowing each
student to control the pace of his own raining insofar as pdssible.

i

*This paper is based on
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At a rec simulaqon conference, one speaker began his address with the
following observatior01V, ,

t-N

__ Thaedrus, in the year. 8 A.D., wrote: "Things are not always
' what they seem:" Gilbert.(of Gilbert and Sullivan) wrote: "Things

are seldom what they seri." Longfellow, not believing in half-way
measures, wrote: "And things are not what they seem."

)40owever, a long-standing, intimate involvement with simulation and applied
4,J-,

learning research suggests instead that "things are never what they seem,"

r Although why_ this is so remains a puz,zlemen.t, there is 'flaunting evidence,
and increasing agreement that each one of us is uni9ue in a quite "physical"
sense, lives in s own unique world; and looks at life,in his own unique way.
After intensiv 'study of "palegneurology and the evolution of mind," JeriSon
suggests th the "work of the brain is to create a model of a.possible world
rather th to record and transmit to the mind a.world that is- metaphysically
true."(2) Self:-deception may be the rule, not the exception.

Also, it is, not clear whether "similarity" or "difference" i§-the, more
important concept. However, if too many differences exist in any situation
under examinationq4t is easy to become confused about the relative importance'
of_different aspects and learning is thereby impeded. So for our purposes
similarity is considered the most important and within contexts that are
predominantly ,similar we concern ourselves with differentes that are "important"
in a quite personal but generally replicable sense. All formal educational
endeavors, for example, are at base quite similar. A colleague of mine has
even suggested that there are no important differences between schools that
provide training for professionals and kindergartens. True, the students
are bigger and the talk is*about different things, but-they still inhabit
classrooms where they are expectecito remain seated, are occasionally reminded,
to keep quiet, have someone up front talking at them and smiling at them, and
they even participate in "show and tell."

1

Finally, we rely heavily on the weight of evidence collected so far which
strongly suggests that there are considerably more.similarities than differences
between human Peings and anything else we can accept as lqing organisms.(3)
Man possesses few if any "physical" mechanisms that are unique, even though
the particular type of genetic mix and the level of complexity is unique,, of
course.*

In the sections that follow, we will first consider some of the advan-
tages of using simulated pat-i-ents_ansead of real patients. We will then
briefly examine some of the evidence regarding man's. built-in continuing
drive for greater efficiency and the role- "of learning as a tool for improving
both individual and collective efficiency. Next, we will present some of the
conceptual results of our investigation with respect.ta how people learn, list
the three principals requirements for increasing learning efficiency, and then
discuss the results of administering simulations constructed in accord with
specific information-packaging techniques. Finally; we will offer some guide-
lines for'individuals interested in helping their students learn more effic-:
iently.

*Eric Lenneberg argues that the "neural coordinates of language capacities
are a propensity fbr certain activity patterns in the human brain," rather
than assemblies of components that are structurally unique to man.
(See reference #67, p: 363.)

,
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I
ON USING WEAL PATIENTS

I suppose it's fair to .ask, "Why use'simulated patients instead'of",real
ones?" Fortunately, or ungrtunately, depending upon one's views on such
matters, the supply of "guinea pig" patients who are willing to submit to..
medical procedures designed principally for the purposes of training students
iS-dwindling.(4) During the last decade, for instance, the, number of students
enrolled in American medical schools has increased by 70%(5 while the average
daily census of patients in American hoPttals has decreased by 20 %(6 }.

4

Traditionally, a plentiful supply of indigent patients has served-traip-
ing needs; but as we inch closer to some form of universal health care
coverage, such patients will no longerfind it necessary to submit to what
some refer to as "fumble finger medicine" in order to be eligible to receive
any medical care at all. Although such care might posSibly be considered
appropriate by some for one's mother-in-law, businesvcompetitoi.s, etc., in
general,' everyone, paying or not, prefers' for students to "look-but-not-touch,

Compomnding the problem of a, diminishing supply of captive patients fdr
teaching'is the grbwing public demand for gfeater competence on the part of
doctors. .The soaring rates for malpractice inSurane reflect well the fact
that yesterday's methods are not considered adequate by today's patieRts.(7)
in the past, unfortunate medical outcomes were often considered to be "acts N
of God." Nowadays, howevgr, they are more likely to be attributed to human
incompetence. The disgruntled patient now seems-.more incliped-to consult a

. lawyer than q minister. Approximately one doctor out of eight is currently.
being sued for malpractice.(8) One wonders whether Hipprocrates would be.
allowed to continue in practice these days.*

.

Regardless of whether or not one prefers to believe that the millFrabtice
situation is merely a:.reflectiop of an oyera ply of attorneysk. e fact \,
remains thaf, most medical specialty societies nd an increasing number of'

rstates are requiring that dodtor,s more(diligen fly pursue their aVowed quest
for greater competence by formal enrollment for continuing educate Asf
a result, the burden of providing the necessary training falls upon a.
shoulders of the same tratqinij institutions that are already fi ing
increasingly AiffiCU t to secure enough patients. with the "righ 1_41i-5-eases '

to provide the' spect um of training experiences new betng,demanded by prac-
ticing physicians an considered essential for,, students. It is' thus becoming
more attractive to utilize simulated patients.

Furthermore, sope of the most poigiant-lessons of-life are learned as
a direct result of one's errors. (Pounding nails, for example,'can be molt
instructive.) ,However,ln medical tra4ring one cannot tolerate errors -

, .

tolerate
4 . - ... '.

t *,
*Rubsamen (see reference #7) suggests that the more able physician attracts
more than,his share of seriously ill-patient's, _often with,unreelisticjoqec-

. Lations, and consequently is exposed to greater malpraCtice risk than are
his less com tent colleagues. .

ti
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at least not with, real patients. Simulated patients'. are amazingly restlie
in: regard and can offer the added dimension .of learning by trial-and-
error. For example, a physician might be hesitant to utilize a personally
untried (but perhaps appealing) therapeutic' regimen on a real patient. How-
ever, it can be safely employed on a simulated patient. :If, as a result,.
the, "patidnt" dies.or suffers some other unfortunate outcome, the-,physician
usnally has no difficulty remembering this situation later on when similar
circumstances Are encountered with a real patient. ,If it does work Well,

. however,'this bit-of expertise can
techniques,.- f

In ddttion, the nature of simulation feedback is more conducive to
efficient learning. With real patients it is quite comm n to receive little
or no direct feedback at all, McGuire has'suggested'th t, "In real life it.
is often the case that only equivocal results are ind ectly provided after
long delay."(9) Simulated patients, on the other hand, can provide the prompt,
specific, unambigious informati n necessary for efficient learning:

AOso, simulated patients are an amazingly /hardy and congenial bunch.
They have been repeatedly mistreated by all,manner of students. They have
been allowed to develop unnecessary comjlications, to die, to commit suicide,
etc., and yet, never has one simulated patient eve"- sued anybody for anything.*
In these days of increasing awards for malpractice judgments, this aspect
may well become of More than trivialiMportance.

Finally, it should be noted that simulated patients cannot completely
assume the place of real patients for all training purposes and vice versa.

. The experiences provided are. not the same. However, by using Simulated
patients wherever and whenever possible and appropriate, we can perhaps
ithilize more judiciously those patients. Who do graciously consent to serve
our training needs.

SIMULATION AND LEARNING, EFFICIENCY

Once agreement is reached that simulated patientsishould be utilized
insofar as possible, the next question concerns how one should go about
this. Certainly not allJsimulations are created educatignally equal. What
is it that is importapt and what isn't? ,The following discussion indiCates
where we .are in our thinking irr this )regard at this time.

Toward a Theory of 'Learning

\Simulations constitute one of the 'techniques for promoting learning. "-- ---- ------

Hence it seemed appropriate to review what has been discovered about how
people learn. This proved to be somewhat unsatisfying. Somehow most of the
studies reported in the literature seemed to be' concerned with what was going
on around the learners Nonditions.of_learnfng* "openvs. closed" classroom -

'arrangements,runiversities-without-walls," tc,),or with highly-speicifc,
7.,

*Themishandling of-one particular simulated patient does finally result in
receipt of'ia'letter from the "patiebt'S'''lAwyer advising that a malpractice
suit hasjlen filed. Simulations should be realistic, of,course.

-4--
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'difficult-to-gale_tize learning of the stimulus-response variety (SR, SOR,
etc..) or with "global" potions about learning methods supportedty test
ebsultsrf an equi cal nature (Gestalt theory, ."Renaissance man:,iconsider-
ations;etc.).*

,

As Gagne and Gephart concluded at the close of an national_symposium
on learning research:

Perhaps the most general imp ession to be obtained from-this stip-
ulating conference iOto tit effect that there is an 'exciting, Complex,
and rather long--road to traverse in proceeding fram-t5e learning,
of the labopatory,t15 the/learning of the classroom. Another sugget-
tion.to be gleaned fr these interchanges is the need for alterations
in ways of>Oproachi g the problem of learning, not only in the
laporatory,but al in the classroom, if progress- toward thegoal
of-educational im ovement is.' to be made.(10) (our emphasis)

'As near as we could tell, most anything would work somewhere, sometime,
under some circumstances, with some learners and,some teachers;^but dependable
_generalizations were few and far between, much like the current placebo

. research in medicine. In a sense, things haven't changed all that much since
shortly after the turn of the century when John Dewey reconended "learning

. experiencing."(11)

Learning and Efficiency

In an effort to acquire a better understanding of the connection between
learning 4nd "reality," we decided to make a fresh start. 'Following Einstein's
example we chose a simple-hypothesis and looked for evidenceS of invariance.
Our beginning conjecture was' hi§: Learning results in "structural " .changes
to the 'brain. We then looked for "hard" evidence which would support, refute,
and modify our initial premise.

It was eventually noticed that energy-efficiency seems to offer one 'of
the most common invariances human'beings experignce.(12) Life abounds with
examples of the effects of'effAciency differences between species. The red
bread mould, for example, is able toiaccomolish very little compared to other
forms of life because it cannot efficiently utilize food sources; .it must
produce its replacement protein from scratch instead of from the amino acidi

building blocks that can be more efficiently utilized by carnivores.(13)
Similarly, when adequate amounts of some essential substance, say histadine,'
are provided-by diet for two strains of bacteria, one okwhich differs only?
in that its members cannot produce their own histadine, within fifty generations
or Thss the ones which must obtain this ingredient fromdittary sources will
eventually replace their less efficient kin whO are obliged to produce their
own from, scratch.

Tnfortunateiy, most classroom learn-Mg f.esearch reports which terminate with
such statements as "Thus,..groUp A learned more thangrouP all'sedm to fit
this category.

-5-
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,7.ecnhoff and-Eichhorn have conducted a number of key studies in this
regard.(14) In a typical experimert, back-mutants of bacteria from the same
parental stock (Bacillus subtilis) were used to produce two different strains.
Members of one strain produced their own histadine from scratch (his+), whereas
the members of the 'other strain (his-) could not do so and had to-obtain this
from their, diet. The two strains were subsequently allowed to compete in an
environment that contained 0.32 millimolar L-histadine in addition to the usual
nutrients. -As shown, in Figure 1, within thirty-six generations less than one
bacterium in ten thousand could produge its own histadine--.----Samilarly, with
indole producers versus non-producers, the less efficient soon disappear.

Also, note that within twelve generations, the trotOphan non-producers
(try-) completely disappeared in competition with anthranilate non-producers
(anth-) when t,1e environment contained the usual nutrients )plus 0.25. milli-
molar L-tryptophan,. 'This demonstrates that even for strains that require
the same essential nutcient, the ones which manufacture fewer intermediates
(and are thus more efficient) enjoy a strong selective advantage.

These are hardly surprising results. The more energy that is spent on
organism-maintenapce functions, the-less that remains for more outgoing -

activities. Language has provided humang with a superb tool for sharing
efficiency insights across time and distance, thereby enabling man to become
the most efficient specie on earth.

When one observes life in this way it possible to diSpern a fundamental,
characteristic of learning, namely, that it is the purposeful means of jmorov-
gefeiciency. Accordingly, the principal ie of learhing is that of

educing "local" entropy, or equivalently, of maximizing applied information.*
It follows, then, that'tbe most efficient learning process is the one in which
the learner is able to assimilate the requisite learning with consumption
'of the minimum possible amount of time-energy. Furthermore, be,cause'learning
is a natural process in whioll almost all earthly creatures:are engaged almost
all the time, it is reasonable to expect that the key mechanisms of learning
are widely shared by all sptcies of life,. Furthermore, any mechanism that
is so common must be relatively simple ctr it could not be widely dispersed
among species of 'varying degrees'of complexity. Even one-cell "animals"
can be "taught."(16)

Some Key Concepts on Learninplechanisms

Restarch results from many different disciplinary areas have contributed
key pieces to the solution of the overall puzzle we must solvif we are
to design educational experiencpswhich*arantee that more efficient learning
will occur., Important parts are Sti1:1 missingC.the physical mechanisms of
control procesS'es, of "thinking," of memorydeposition", of recall, and the
ga:thernatical basis of learning, to mention but a-few. -Unfortunately, .we do

not have sufficient time to review the many concepts which form the basic
mosaic of the theory.as it has developed thus far. However, what has been
discovered so far does provide solid guidance. TabJe1 lists some of the key
concepts which ha've guided our thinking. The order in which they appear does
not reflect any ing,of particular significance.

*"Information" is mathematically equal and opposite to "entropy."(15) .

4.
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Figure 7. Survival ratio comparisons between normal and backmutantt
of the bacteria Bacillus'subtilis. -Seetextfor details.

/
. (Based on S. Zamenhof and H. H.Ifolltroiii-, "Study of Micro-

. ..mbial EvolutipA through Loss ofBiosynthetic Functidns:
. Establishment of"Defective' Mutants," Nature 21,6:456-8
November 4, 1967.) '
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TABLE 1

SOME KEY CONCEPTS ON LEARNING MECHANISMS
9

1. Behaviorally verified learning results /41 the synthesis of
protein.(17)

>,71.'earning involves small situation-specific clusters of cells'
strategically dispersed throughout the brain.(18, 25, 34)

3. Protein synthesis requires about one second on the average,
whereas thinking occurs within milliseconds.(19) "Learning"
is a much slower process than is "thinking."

.4. Electrical stimulation of, certain areas of the exposed hAan
brain results in involuntary, jerky movement or sounds which
evidently bypass the cerebellumO) Also, the recall of
"lost" mdMorres, the sensation tof a faMiliar smell,, etc., can
be evoked electrically.

5. The average brain cell has thousfd of interconnections with
` other cells.(21) 0

6.- The vast majority of,interconnections arednhibitory:(22, 23)

7. The -Tvaroh-5,in brain has atively,few interconnections betweenJ--
cells, evidence-of- uman plasticity. Interconnections quickly
accrue, 41owever.(24)

8. Despite exhaustive searching, no specific memory storage
locations have'been found.(25)

t

9. Destruction of parts oph6'-hippocampus interferes with long-term
memory (either deposition or recall or the incentive,t,o remember).

C"'\)

10.- Earthly life forms thus far inveftigaeed contain a great many
structural and functionally similar microscopic entities._ The
similarities of terrestial forms of life are much More striking.
than are the differences.(27)

11.- For any relatively autonomous system"whatever, the "sphere"
(point, circle, sphere, hypersphere) appears to be the preferred
"shape," a ,configuration of minimum ."surface," minimum energy
,and probably maxEinum efficiency.(28)

12. Wiener has shown that "information" is mathematically e
to the/ he ative pf entropy.(15).

13. "Information" is measured according to the amount of uncertainty
that is removed.(29) In general, for any given message,the
amount of information contained (or the amount of uncertainty

valent
2
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,TABLE 1 (cont'd

removed) varies 4-rom one to tne next.(30) Except
for trivial cases, it is currently impossible to measure the

exaet'information content contained in any message.. 'In learning
situations it always depends on the learner.

...

14.; "Channel capacity " is defined as the maximum rate at Which the
exact input message ("source information") can be received
without error.(31) A typical learning situation can be considered
a-sas,"communication channel" consisting of the source information,
the transmission medium and the learner and thus must obey the
same'phy$ical laws which goverom all communication channels.' (See
text, for discussion.)

15. Exceeding the capacity of a communication channel always results
'in "d stortidn" (or. -"mislearning," learning channels)
beca se part of the source information is not received(32)
Wha will be omitted can very seldom be predicted. (See text.)

16. ID all educational endeavors, se/f-pacing should be the rule,
1/4 not the exception; otherwisethe pace must be slow enough to

accomodate slow learners. It is impossible for any learner to
exceed his own channel capacity.

7. itrThITI

18.

that is "unw
(33, 34) Th
to "qink"

st ten milliseconds or so, incoming information
nted" or '!uninteresting" is automatically attenuated
br n physically intercedes before we have time
out it.

Forty or f fty repetitions of unwanted or uninteresting infor-
mation re ults in learning anyway (at least, it does in the
absence if active rejection by the leaimer). (34)

19. Learn g involves "action" on the part af the learner, at least,,
in e sense .of synthesizing protein and avoiding the rejection

attenuation of the proffered information. Thus for efficient
learning, learner motivation is of compelling importance. In
general, the learning task must he perceived as personally worth-
while if efficient learning is to occur.

20. The Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle denies the possibility Of
the "exact" measurement of anything.(35) Measurement changes
the object being measured, at leagt to somesmall extent. Thus
there is a space- vile minimum relative size that can fpe measured.
(In other Words, the smaller the entity to be measured, the
greater the un - rtainty.)

21. An incredib
the "outpu
immeasur
of ment
endea

small amount of energy (one photon!) can affect
' of a receptive tmind.(36) The fact that an almost

ly small amount of input energy can affect the outcome_
processes has profound implications. for all learning

rs and mental measurements.(53) (See text for discussion.)

-9--
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TABLE t*ccnt'd)

22. Evidence.suFt.-: that human-, begin with, and Verate from,
a,"model of the world."(37, 38;39) If this is so, then'any
information that is internalized will modify or reinforce the
model. Thus We tend to accept or reject information according
as it can or cannot be assimilated into the model. *Furthermore,
gaps in one's knowledge and other discrepancies cannot be dis-

' cerned by Introspection alone. It is necessary,. to have outside
help.

23. Visual input information processihg capacity far exceeds all
other-types of sensory input capacities for humans:(40) (See
Figure 2.) The percentages will vary*somewhat depending'on
the method used to estimate the number of cells invoINted with
differebt types of input infdrmation; however, there is reasonably
good agreement with respect to the order and relative importance.

24. Man's maximum information output capacity' as a channel is sur-
prisingly limited, averaging somewhere in the neighborhood of
15-bits per second.(41, 42) (See Figure 32)

25. Therd.is evidence that man can handle simultaneously about seen
orj so "chunks" of information. (42) If, an average chtin)( of

.information is wo'th about 15 bits per second, thls would imply
.

that Tan's information handling capadity would total around
105 (-30).bits per second:

A

26. McLuhan may be right in suggesting that the medium is the message.
(43) At the very least, it is an integral part of the Communication
channel. (See text.)

27. Matching the meSsagg and.the medium to man's sensory input
characteristics allows us to take advantage of'man's natural
information proceSsingsabilities, a much more eff,icient process.
The average English.langtage message (conversations) contains
.between one and two infqrmation bite:per character.(44)

28. At present, we can personally produce only a very limited amount
of information,(say, 15 bits per second on the average). (45) ,*

Thus personally constructing an efficient learning experience is,
in general, an exceedingly tedious process.

29. The most efficient way to transmit redundant information.is not
td send any message at all.(46)

30. Dynan4c information dominates attention - a scream, a clap of

-,thunder, anything moving within the` field of vision, for instance.

47) As the magician will tell you, the eyes look where they

re commanded. .According to John Ross sand his associates, human
inocular vis* involves a minimum of about 2000 point-pairs

per second.(48) .Dynarhic, binocularly-received visual stimuli

' thus automatically. carry a very high information content that is .,,,

readily,decodable.by the brain - a most efficient process.

ye
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1-iden and Lange have conducted a number of enlightening studies con-cerning the relationship
between learning and protein,

synthesis (concept #1
of Table 1). In one experiment, for. example, "right-handed" rats were trained
to use their left front fbrepaw to feed themselves. At the end of twelve25-minute training periods, the rats were sacrificed add

electrophoreti.c
analysis of the

hippocampus,revealed the typical curves shown in Figure 4.
The cross-hatched area labelled nS100,% indicates the 4ew

structural.compo-
'dent. Both trainees and controls have virtually

identical.curves except
that the .51ao. node appeared in all risTainees and in none of the controls.Furthermore, 5100 protein is a common constituent

of,the brain.- From,a.
statistical standpoint, the

probability of -th45 difference occuring by
chance -alone Is very small' (less than one in'a'thousand). /

This deposition
process may explain

Linseman and Olds' findings that
'repetition results in learning of even "unwanted"

information.(3i) As
long as the incoming signals are not actively

rejected by the learner,protein synthesis
continues and'the message eventually becomes a part of

the learner.
.

These findings are
particula'rly interesting becdu-se of a famous surgical

operation(26/Parts of the diseased.temple lobes of a patient who was suffering
from severe

epileptic seizures were removed. In removing the tumor: thesurgeon also damaged
the hippocampuS.: After the operation the patient seemedperfectly normal. To the casual observer he appeared intelligent and well-

behaved. It soon became
apparent, however, that he could no longer learn.

While he did well on tests of short-term
memory,,his lcing-term memory was

'completely blocked. He could still-recall
things that had occurred up to the

'time of his operation (1953) but virtually nothing thereafter: For example,
his family moved out of the neighborhood shortly after the operation and he
was unab4e to learn how, to reach his new abode. In'fact, when tested, he

', led 'investigators to his old home.

,H3iden and Lange have also shown that the same types of learning cause
.protein to be. synthesized in other appropriate brain areas. Furthermore,
a number of informative studies'by Barondes, Agranoff, and others have shown
that long-term

learning:does not occur when cerebral protein synthesis (or
RNA synthsis) is blockedt(49) Citing these studies, Eccles concludes that
"in the process of,learning,

neuronal activation leads first to specific
RNA synthesis and this in turn to protein

synthesis and so finally-tosynaptic growth and the, coding of the memory."(50)

It should be.
remembered,, however, that

mature*neuronsAneither eplicate
.nor replacq themselves. The major (priAlcipaTly excitatory) neuronal network
of the brain appears to be

genetically determined in great detail 'and isCompleted quite early in life.(50)
,However, the nebnate's brain tontainsrelatiyely feW

interconnections between.cells. (See Figure 5.) The leftside of Figure 5 shows a tracing of the brain of a three-month-old child.
Twenty-one months later, a similar

tracing was made of the same area. Note
that the

int0-connections between cells'have increased dramatically.
4-
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HEA BRAIN CELL .DEVELOPMENT

-%c

,

v

AGE: 3 MONTH

. / '

AGE1 4 MONTHS
. .,

Figure 5. Tracings from the .me region At the right of the brain
-

of a human infant dicate how the vlible connections
between neurons deve' op. (From N. Cal er,/ "The Mind of
Man," Viking Press (1'70), p. 223.) 1 1. /
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Furatell,,ore, most of the interconnections between brain cells are

inhibitory.(21, 504 That is, these interconnections for the most part tend
to prevent cells fromJiri4g, rather than vice versa. Finally, it should
be noted tha the average brain cell has thousands of interconnections .with
other'cells.

Another.important finding is that no specific "memory locations!' have
been found despite a great deal of ihvestiption. Karl LastIley conducted

\ a most exhaustive study in this regard. He trained rats to prioceed through

a maze for food and then. destroyed one area ofthe brain after arrther.
Anything that leftthe animal alive left'meMory intact.(25)

.

Eccles notes that "these inhibitory pathways are now -known [to] parti-
cipate very effectively. in neuronal integration, molding and modifying the
patterns of neuronal responses," and ,further suggests that inhibition "chisels
away at the diffuse and rather amorpiibus mass,of excitatory action and gives
a more specific form to,.tE:le neuronal performance at every stage of synaptic
relay. "('51) It would dome as no surprise, then, for an interstellar visitor
to observe that as humans11ecome older they become less flexible, instead
of more so, more inhibited",. instead of less so, and more prejudiced. For.
the young, black is very blaCk and'white is very, white. There are
too few cross-connections to enable the young t4 avail themselves of the shades
of gray involved. Young people-.are '!physically preGiuded from doing
this.

Since these interconnections become a,pernanent part of us and'shape
the way we think, the Most-important challenge parents and educators face
is that of providing a proper mix of instructional experiences that will
enable learners to avoid acquiring dysfunctional pattern of interconnections
in the first place. It is especially important to avoid a pattern that inhibits
further learning.

,

It is difficult for many of us to accept the notion thafas youngsters
we almost always acquire a functionally deficient-, "inaccurate" structural
pattern of hereditarily-prescribed connections and environmentally induced
interconnections. It is impossible to discern basic model-of-the-world
deficiencies from within and when this psychologiCally important, unavoidable
ignorance is coupled with feelings of self-satisfaction, correction becomes
impossible. This, of course, is a most difficult part of the problem.

However, in light of recent research findings, all is not lost: Under
appropriate conditions an incredibly innocuous information input can trigger
the human brain.(36) (See Table 1, #21.) But even with remarkable insight
and strong motivation, changing one's ay of thinking" is fraught with
difficulties for it involves a "correcfiVe" disconnection and re-patterning
of interconnections (while at the same, time maintaining a workable inner
model) al'l subject to unknown hereditary constraints and temporal consider- .

ations.*

*The major neuronal network and the bulk_of the interconnections beCome'firmly
established early iii, life. It is'no accident that an adult's. measuredmental

functioning seldom changes appreciably.
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Earlier we discussed)encvJy-efficiency and mentioned that 'information '
and "entropy" have been found tube opposite in a mathematically exact manner.(15Y
Entropy has been recognized since die time of Boltzmann's statistical physics .

studies in the 1890's as related to the number of alternatives which remain
possible for a physical system after all the macroscopically observable infor-
mation concerning it has been recorded:(52) It thus follows that information
is measured according to the amount of uncertainty that is'removed. For
example, suppose we flip an honest coin., Once the outcome (heads or tails)
becomes known, then the "UncertaintyPhas been removed. This is"definedas
one "information bit" (Log92 =1). If there are four equal possibilities,
(Log 94 =2) then the outcomb represents two bits. 'One, out of eight equal possi-
bilitieS implies three bits (Log28 =3). And ko on....

One way of arranging the let0ters of the English alpha bet is to use a
binary coding such as the one shown in Figure -6. Here the average letter is
worth 4.7 bits.' In this scheme, for Example. jf,theoletter J ppcurs, five.
bits of uncertainty have been removed/ Letter H would be worth 4 bits and
so forth. Similarly with the weather map shown. A tiny part of one scan
of one line of the T.V. Green would be worth 15 bits for the first code
illustrated, 12 for the seopnd method of coding. For any picture, the_infOr-
mation content can be estimated by summing all the parts of the scanning process.

SinCe man's information Out capacitie have been measured,(40) infor-
mation channel capacities can quite ana gously represented by the different
size funnels depicted in Figure 7. If th scale- were accurate, the "visual"
funnel would really be about 300 times larger than the "hearing" funnel and
about six times as large as&he "other" funnel (the remaining senses). from
a somewhat different aspecto,similar measurements make it clear that our brains-
-can automatically process a great Teal of visual information.(48) Shannon
and Weaver begin their celebrated treatise "The Mathematical Theory of
Communication" with the following passage:

The word communication will be used here in a very broad sense
to include all of the prOcedures by which one mind may affect another.(52)
(Author emphasis.)

A typical learning situation can. thus be Considered as a communication channel
(or, we might say, a "learning channel") consisting of the information source,
the transmission medium, and the learner (see Figure 8). Any such. channel

must obey exactly the same physical lawsfthat govern all other communication
channels. This is a point not generally recognized by educators or at least,
iris not well heeded. McLuhan is correct to emphasize that the medium is
most important.(43) Unfortunately, however, as Figure 9 suggests(, most teaching
is aimed at only 0.3% of 'man's sensory information input capacity.

.

'The notion of "channel capacity" is of eXceeding-itPortance to all
educators even though this is not,generally recognized by the educational
community. .Channel capacity is defined as the maximum rate at which the
exact input message (or "source information") can be received without error.(31)
Furthermore, exceeding the capacity of a 'channel always results in "distortion"
(or, in a learning channel, "mislearnine) because part of the intended
information cannot be received*(32) (See Figure 10.) What will be, ippitted

can very seldom be 'predicted.
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In addition, if 4e.learner6s shut o, eiver (if he is thin g

about something else, for instance, or hey One to lee0, or whatever) t
information will not-get through. (S e Fi ure.1 ) As aconsequende of the
',completely unpredictable nature of e varfabi ty of an individual's channel
capacity, learner self-pacing should be the le.for'all educational endeavors;
otherwise the pace must be slow enough and r petit-lye enough to accomodate

ne
thee,

slower learners. No learner can exceed his own channel capacity. Unfortunately,
a pate that is too slow interferes with learner motivation and learning efficiency.

. ,

Exceeding the channel capacities of learners is a more insidiouswoblew
than one might think Ietause of the convincing evidence that every individu'V'T
begins with and operates from-4-1--§'Own.model of the world, not directly from

world se:(37, 38, 39) For example, in Figure 12 (the Willer-
Lyer illusion) 'the vertical bans`dre the same length, but most people quickly
reject this possibility because it contradicts their grsonal model of the
world.

Each of us tendsto accept or reject information according to whether it
can, or cannot, be altimilated into the'bodel. Further, attenuation (or
rejection) of unwanted, uninteresting information occurs by automatic
."physicalll'intervention,before we'have time to "thin about it."(33, 34)
-(SeeiTable1, #17.) For these and other reasons, gaps in one-' -s_ nowledge

: cannot be discerned by introspection alone.

Three things seem particularly important to keep in mind:

1. Because each modal reflectS a relatively permanent, inter-connective
brain cell pattern that enables us to promptly reject incompatible
information automatically, as s'uggested earlier, it is of primary

import6nce that we help learners to avoid acquiring a dysfunctional -

model" in the first place.

2. Distortions caused by exceeding the learner's (on the medium's)
channel,capacity are almost impossible for learners to detectcsinde
incomplete:incompatible information is automatically rejected or
made to fit one's own model of the world.

3. Becauser'each model becomes.an integral "physical" part of the indivi-

dual, no one can detect ids own shortcomings ip'this re-gard. He must .

have outside help and even then'it may be impossible (or nearly so)

to effect,meaningful alte6tions. For this reason, Einstein was cm-
pletely unable to convince most of_his contemporaries of the veracity

of the theory'o general relativity.(65) Except for the very few who
had acquired an open, questionning model of the world, his ideas
had arrived toolate, did not-fit their established preconceptions and,
of physical necessityrsimply had to be'rejected. This is a common

experience'.'

Finally, there are two related _findings -of fundamental importance. One

concerns the Heisenberg Uncertanty, Principle.(35)' For a long time it was accepted

f
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trlat, in principl-e, at least; we could a%ays refine our measurement_ process to,
determine Within arbitrarily close limits the "true" dimensions,pf any physical
entity being measured. However, Heise'nberg proved that even in principle this
is not the case. There is a very definite limit to the smallest entity that
can be Measured. This -.4 e cannot determine both the velocityarui-the-

t 4n electron" with certainty nor will we ever 'be able -tb determine
ahything of am exact nature about that entity.

This 'takes on new meaning becauSe of the research'findings Of.Sakitt.(36)
She has b6en'able to, furnish convincing evidence that an incredibly_ small

, amount of energy can affect the output,of a receptive mind. Asra,result of
this and the Heisenberg Uncertainty Prindiple, it seems obvious that (in.
contradistinction to the 'abundance of learnjng'cause-and-effect data) the
"cause" of alearningleaing outcome is impossible to determine with certainty and
thus behavioral research outcomes of mental functions, no matter, how,caref61
executed, will always be subject to widely varying.interpretation. As
the case of the link between cigarette smoking and lung cancer, onl .n over-
whelming preponderance ofstatistical "evidence" is,likehvto p e convincing.

. - Bythe way, it is worth noting that no individual , by his own personal
efforts, expect to have much lasting effect on anyth or anybody,. TA reason
.that this is so 'stems froM the-fact that man's ma um personal

- information
2 output is so limited.(41) This j& also why our ctions,'our facial.expressioqS

',., our gestures speak louder than our -words = t se usually * More infor- .

mation. About the best we can do is to se ch for le ner's triggering mechanisms,
those-key queries which helplearners to discover i ortant deficiencies -in
their own model of the world and thereby develo the motivation and the
determination necessary for'the arduous task of modifying established habits
of mental functioning.

.

..,..

_...-

Even when one is aware ofoersonallimitations, it's still not easy to
accomplish much.', The .typical'letture is illustrative: Seldom does even t e

o
. most. enlightened instructor have the tines -and other resources necessary f

wise selection of source .information and media, Movies and television,0
the other hand, usually provide the combined information outp4t of hun

of(sometimes thousands) of individuals and thus can furhish good example- of some
.effective solutions. An hour of videodisc, for example, can move, as many
,as.,10 bits of uncertainty in providing an hour of televisi ,vie

From the above considerations and the key concepts 1 sted in Table 1, it /

is possible to specify a succinct list of what is neces ry for the optimal
"packaging" of informatibn for efficient utilizationb learners. .(See T b
2.)

Construction Concepts .

From these guidelines, our reasoning progre

*For most of us they don't, however. Mo su
dant and thuS Carry ,very little in mation.
imaginatively selected for view needs, in
be better off.
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TABLE 2

REQUI,REMENTS FOR OPTIMAL INFORMATION PACKAGING

1.A(TCHING THE SOURCE INFORMATION AND THE TRANS SION MED16
:',TO THE LEARNER'S INFORMATION P OCESSING CH:ft,CTERISTICS AND

OTHER 'PERSONAL NERS.

Z. A SELF-PACING, INTERAcTIV FORM
of <

3,ADEQUATE/EtARNER MOTIVL I

VS

1.9

O
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v
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If one stops to think aboyt if, everyday lie provides the mix ofsensory
. information that best matches human sensory'laalt characteristics. Unfor-'
funately the message content is often of a misleading, random nattire with key
elements scattered over time and between other events. However, one were
to 'collect" all the necessary "scenes," place them in logical order,, require
decisions to be made.by the learner at the appropriate places and times; and
provide prompt, specific unambiguous feedback, it would bea,very powerful

:learning tool indeed. Th other wora, were we to pick a suitable learning
situationh simulate 1t as realistically !as possible (except with respect to
theectual time required and unnecessary distractions) and provide appropriate
feedback, we would ha've developed a means of packaging the information for
very efficient learning.nw

For example, it is very difficult to I much from managing patients
with long-term; chronic disease:' Patients move about; they change doctors or
disconti4e.seeing any physician at all; they fail to heed medical advice or
to follow instructions withsbfficient care; they see doctors ;c wQrthey
consider it to be really necessary (perhaps after it has becOme terminal); etc.
FurtherMor-e,-a,physician may well forget what exactlyit was that was recommended
or prescribed in years pastfor a, particular patient, and even with perfect
recall, it may still not be possikleto determine whether or not the patient 4

actually followed the instructions. Under such circumstances, if is most
difficult for any physician to determine the true merit of a partic4ar thera-
peutic strategy.

Hogever, it is possible to construct a simulation in accord with the fore-.,

going concepts so th a fetime,ofdealing with a chronic patieTtican bp
compressed into h.,lf hour or so. At each successive stage of_managing such
a 'simulated patien , the physician i'S,proViOed with informatiOn concerning the

is of previo interventions (as well as' other intermediating circumstances,
and con' :4 so that a basis for subsequentomanagement.decisions isdeveloped.
The simulation eventually reaches a conclusidn bpdd on physician's own:
pattern of decisions. This interactive, "decision- action- results" Structure
'typically,stimulates a high degree of personal involvement, brings important
issues into sharper focus and fosters a receptive-mental climate. A summary
analysis,can thenbe more readily assimilated, more fully understood,-and more
completely internalized for subsequent utilization with real patients.

This is the essence of the approach followed in developingimulated
patient encounters for,:physcians' self - assessment and for the training of
residents and medical students. In one simulation, for instancd, if the
physician elects to perform a rectal examination, he is referred to a model
which represents the appropriate pathology realistically. Por another the

-physician must examine the "fundus" of'a model.

e
The format guarantees learner interaction and'allows self-pacing auto...*

matically. For the patients simulated by the PLATO* computer, for tance,
/ _nothing happens until the learner "touches" the screen of the terminal .ndicating

tie action (or actions) decided upon. Use of the computer allows fpr great
p flexibility. In on simulation, for example, the physician must take proper

actiop within about 120 seconds (real time) or the patient dies. Other

*PLATO'- Programmed Logic .-. Automatic, Teaching Operation(54)

s

4.

r>
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stibtleqesare included. The'methods we utilized have been completely des-
.Cribed in a recent publication by the A4tertcan Medical Association.(55#

AS shown in Table 3, these simulations Were tested at a number.of national
and regional medical meetings. Of n estimated 3000 physicians and health
professionals, 846 were asked for their reactions, 'Better than ninety ,.

percent of theparticipantsjound 'the simulations interesting, instructive,
challenging, useful'and thought that they, "rang true.' 'Table 4 indicates
the results.

#

ON THE CHANGING OF THE GUARD

If we_onsider whether schools in general provide learning experiences
which satisfy the requirements shown in Table 2,-it seems obvious that.most

* do not. Insofar as the type of learning ',with which schools are ostensibly,
concerned (the "three r's,".etc.), the average school year tould.probably
bereplaced by a few shart,,intensiye, efficient workshops. nowevec, because
learning is a continuous process, a lot of ,unintentioned, unstructured
learning is always goingon in the classrboM. 'As McLuhari's analysis so
accurately-suggests, the prjncipal information input haS to,do with the class-
room itself andwith the institution of education per se.(56) Students
learn' how to "do" education:*

e

Instead of employing authacity figures to "tell it like it is," it seems
to me that we.need to hire capable, enthusiastic learners who can help
students learn how to direct and focus and evaluate their own learning and
to raise-questions about why "it.is like it is." But the Old Guard authority
figure is such a univeral, culturally-ingrained part of our existence, it
seems almost impossible to change.(57) Parents and teachers tend to feel

, uncomfortable when too many questions are raised`- especially questions that -

lead to more questions. Furthermore, Postman and Weingartner argue that even
those teachers with insight and,incentive are unable to be-effective be-
cause of the highly constrictive educational. climate which rsults frOm".
-enforcing course requirements "rather than helping the learner to learn."(58)

-However, schools do serve very necessary societal needs. .They excel at
repetition and so are ideal for instilling cultural values and customs that
might otherwise be rejected. This is an important-functioe, of course.
Lea 'vation for 'subject matter instruction is probably impossible to
sec re anyway, at least under typical circumstances. Furthermore, Ws no
doubt preferable to have youngsters safely in.scilool rather than,underfoot
at home or out in the streets getting into'trouble. And it's usually cheaper

e than hiring a babysitter.

For institutions that provide professional training:the situation is
only somewhat different. As mentioned earlier,_professional schoOls are in
many ways very. much lile'the schools that educate our kindergarten and early
elementary students. Like kindergarteners, professional students are far the

*Postman and Weingartner note that McLuhaninvites us "to see that the most,impor-
tant impressions made'on a human nervous system come from the character and
'structure of the environment within which the nervous system functions."(66)

-26--
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TABLE 3

4

Demonstrations of Test Simulations

1. Second AMA PhysiCi"gliS41f-Assessment Workshop, Chicago (May 31
and June 1, 1973).

2. 'AMA Annual, Convention,

3. Association of American
(NolitembeVS4

w York (JUne 23 - 27, 1973).

Medica] Colleges, Washington, D.C.

.

-4. Americafi Board of Medical Specialties' First Invitational
Conference on Recertification, Housto; (March 1 -,2;"1974).

5 AMA'Annuai Convention, Chicago (June 22 - 27,

6. Fourth National'Xonference On Continuing Medical Education for
State Medical Associations and Specialty Societies, ChicaVk

,(October, 1974).

71, American,Academy of Dermatology Annual Meeting, Chicago
(DecemBer; 8. - 12, 1974).

8. American Academy of Family Physicians National Meeting, Chicags
(Octob!,r 6 -9, 1975).

\,

9. North - Central Region Family Physicians "Refresher Course,"
Iowa City (Feb?uary 19 - 23, 1976).

tik

410
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TEST RESULTS

An estimated three thousand individuals have participated in

the, SIMPLE* simulation demonstrations. Of these, 846 were reqgpsted

Ito respond to the below questions. Theorerrhigh'percentages of

"yes" responses confirms that SIMPLE stimulations are very acceptable

to physicians and other health professi.onali.

fs . I

Quettion4 1)54 wou find these

Responses:

1
1. Interesing?

, --

2. Instructive?

3. Challenging?

'4: Usef1?

,-5. Rang true?

*SIMulated Patient Learning Encounter.

Yes = .99%

Yes = 940

Yes = 91%

.Yes = 97%

Yes = 90%

r
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most part highly motivated, at least with.respect to .sisfactory completion
of obligatory training and institutional requirements. But professional
schools suffer many of the same telling* deficiencies as other schools..

Rare is the professional school that allowS students to experience a
significant number of self-pacin,g,,,interactive,educational experiences. The
lock-step, lowest-common-denominator, redundancy-paced curriculum is typical.
Instead of matching the educational message and medium to individual learner
characteristics, most institutionsty_to match learriers to instructional
characteristics. We'do this by selecting homogeneous groups of entering
students who match as closely as possible students who have successfully
struggled through in the past.

.

If we were to lose this selection privilege today, there would be
pandemonium in the Ivory ToOers before tomorrow. Very few institutions could
cope with the.problemS of tailoring instruction to fit the,characteristics
(and needs) of individual students with different backgrounds. The predic-
table response would probably be a clUcking of tongues, a rolling of eyes;
'a shaking of heads, and a "quantum leap" in the failure rate. However,,the
era of complete freedom with respect to selection privgileges seems t be
on the wane. As more minority and,disadVantaged groupS become,,succes ful at
opening the doors of our hallowed institutions, the problems will bec me more
tense,perhaps mae obvious:

8

4 .

$ome schools lotated,im Urban centers are already under pressure.
Publicly-supported medical, Schools in HOland are rip lenger permitted

ffee choice of students.(59) Instead,' students must "'pass certain minimum
requirements to gain access to the pool ofteligible4a9

1

didates. -Openittligs are

Dmthen filled ,by'natsional lottery. average, only e student in tw e -, .

attends the same school as she or he wduld have under the old 'free choTce system.
;
'it will be interesting to observe the results of this innovation over the next'

.

40,k

gecade-or so. ', , _
. '."4 .

,

,S0 What ShoulA We Do?

t

41/N COnsidering mankind's general trend toward greater efftciency,, it is of .1.

I . interest to note that skillfully executed apprenticeship, one of the most
Venerable of our educational tools,'is still our most efficient method for
promoting learning. It employs'every sense modality to the fullest.

Unfortunately, as we shall see, ,it Is just as efficient for teaching the
Wrong thingsas the right. Bad habits and misconceptions acquired in-apOren-
ticeship training are exceedingly difficult for the learner to eradicate
even if he wants to. The best hope lies in furnishing vetraining by. using
better methodology. However, eventhen, unless there -sufficient incentive,
for the learner to-acquire and utilize the new modus operandi, nothing will
prove effective. For example., most physicians have given p smoking (especially
in'clinical settings and in other public areas where self ontraditions
could be embarrassin). They are Obliged to advise patie ts, to Oit smoking,

*Hmmm...
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recognize that the doctor wheobViously fails to follow his own advice soon
' loses credibility and are consequently rewarded forgiving up the habit.

' Nurses, on the other hand, are, under no such compulsion and have not given
,...

up smoking.(60) ,

'.e /
. .

.--... . - .

Many otherwise excellent retraining programs for correction of addiction
to drugs;-crime, food and/or drink are doomed to failure because under the
conditions,of today's society it is virtually impossible to supplant such
'habits with more acceptable behaviors that are sufficiently rewarding to the
students." , .

'

is

.After apprenticeship, simulations and games come next in educational
'z-effitiency, especially if they realfStically mirror important situations.

s:.

The essential differences-between games and simulations are not always
distinct. Games that are edbcationally effective usually simulate one or
more aspects of life situations quite realistically. On the other hand,
simulatiOns, to be effective and realistic, must incorporate some of the

cal"dilemas that are an important part of, the garhe of life.. "Playing
se;" for example, is both a game for children and an accurate simulation of

parental behaviors. Computers, filmsvideotapesvideodiscs; anatomical`
models, actors and actresses, etc., tan be used in. ways'which enable simula-
tion nd games to approximate life, ana even apprenticeship methods, more
closely and often, more instructively.

11;010a -
.

So what should we do? A number of things come to mind. Of.these, three
Table 5): i*'Seem particularly important (see

1

1. Provide more "on-the-real-job" experience.

The training experiences we provide professional students seldom
reflect very yell the real situations to'be faced later on. In

training medical students, for instance, we provide clinical
experiences which )re procedure- oriented, are hospital-based, deal
almost exclusively wtth highly atypical patients that are inter-
esting to researchers,and exclude the tedious-to-handle, mundane
pfoblems so commonly encountered in daily practice. Compounding

_ thje-probTem of providing training with the unusual (instead of
both usual and unusual) is the fact that we generally use apprentice-
ship -like methods that instill habits of thinking and doing which are
exceedingly difficult to erase or modify later on. Worse yet,
we tend to glamorize the.latest surgical techniques, "wonder drugs"
aryl irwasive proEedures which interferes with the physician's
motivation to learn when and how to avoid inappropriate applications.

It is sadly ironic that the most effective educational experiences

we provide our students teach them the wrong things and make it
difficult for them to realize it. Providing more on-the-real-job
experiences would help.* Even kindergartens provide field trips..

*In an excellent article on continuing medical education, Stern recommends a
swapping of "jobs" by senior residents and practicing physicians. Insofar as
we are able to guarantee that the pa ts receive proper care and that both
residents and physicians learn the ri hings, it's a great idea.(61)
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TABLE 5
c`

3

REQJIREMENTS.FOR IMPROVING LEARNIN3 EFFICIENCY:

1, .0N-THErREAL-JOB EXPERIENCES.

2, REALISTIC SIMULATIONS AND GAMES.

3, LEARNER CONTROL OF PACING.

4
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The provision of non-tho-rea/Ljob" training experiences probably t

could be universally implemented,within ashort time if everyone was
receptive to the'Idea. But this is not the case, of course. The

Irelatively permanent, interconnective brain patterns of the majority
of professional faculty and administrators would force automatic
"physical" rejection of such ideas. To effect a quick-change of
this magnitude would require agrevolutionary process. This is
neither practical nor desirable. p

The'ansWer toimplementation prbblemS like this one lies in finding
w4's to speed "evolutionary" change. ThelDest tool we have at our
disposal is redundancy: like effectiie advertising, the message should
be repeated as often as possible (preferably the same one, but in
varying contextual settings) until it gradually becomes an,accepted
fact of life.

2. Simulations and Games

Next, in addi §... to 'on-th -real -job" training, we should, provide
students wit ,osure to imp rtant, realistic simulattons and games.,,

As mentioned e".ve, it is impracticalto expect significant changes
with respect to providing enough meaningful outside experiences.
However, it may be practical to let more reality come in "(atleast
on a,"foot-in-the-doolgAis). Besides the "swapping" recommended
by. Aer062).,; weshouldAr Teast'btable to provide professional
students with educational experiences which simulate important aspects
of the real lif situations they are likely to. encounter after
"graduation." Fur er bre, we should do away 4ith all notions of
"graduation." Educa ional milestones should be handled like birth-
days.* More are ays on the way.

Because of the great potential for continuing education, computer
simulations are especially attractive. In medicine, for example,
once a iiitabl assortment of simulateepatients are on -line and
once Wtificial" intelligence comes of age, it should become possible'
to stimulate the patient sitting in the doctor's office so that
important information and etiological possibilities are not over-,
looked. In the meantime, students should be provided with hands-on

.experiences with computer simulations so that they can gain first-
hand knowledge .of the difficulties, as well as the exclting possi--
bilities,' of an extremely powerful, person111).dteful-tdbl for the

-/: .,futUre professional - -2.

111.11. f

Learnerrdntrol of Pacing
1

Filially, we should allow students more opportunity for self-pacing.
In the final analysis, acquiring knowledge and skills is -always a

personal underta ing. How long it takes is also personal, varying

IVfrom one individu 1 to the next. Whenever possible, pacing should
be left entirely to the student. It only makes good sense to do so.

*There seems to be a great deal of confusion with respect to personal indeter-
mtaancy and aggregate (Markov) processes. -For example, it may no,be possible
to determinellow long is ideally necessary for any one student to complete
various "milestones" but we' should be able to determine with accuracy and
reliability how many students in sum are likely to be undergoing what, kind
of training at most any time. Individual freedom and good planning are
not incompatible. .
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Of "Immovable Objects' and'"Irnesjstible Forces"

Many professional training institutions. find thgniselves saddled with
the immovable object of anachronistic policy that is fot Compatible with the
ffteSistible force of rapidly changing circumstances. 'A collision sooner
&-later'4seems inevitable.

If we consider medical practice, for instance, a recent example may
trate this growing problem. In an article published in a prestigious medical
journal a couple months ago, adistinguished professor of one of ourolost 7

respected medical schools - one that has one of the -lowest student-faculty
ratios in the country - suggested th.it it may not be possible forAmerican
medical schools to provide the kind wi training jpehences that will enable
minority students to measure up to "reasonable standards1' Citing a case
in which a medical degree was awarded "in desperation" (after five years) to
a student who had failed to paSs the requisite National Board of Medical
ExaMiners' examination five,times in a rOw, he suggested that "considerations
of tact and guilt over our history of gnormous.racial injustice have made.
it difficult.to face the problem of 'properly balancing our obligation to
promote social just)ce with our primary obligation to. protect the public,
interes063)

Curiously, the "Affirmative Action Program" at this same institution is_
able to recruit' minority students from almost anywhere in the country and .
has beendescribed as "extremely successful."(64)

We presume that "successful" means that they are better,able than most
to select a target number of minority students who pOssess reasonably
-comparable backgrounds to that of former students.

However, it is even more curious, it seems to me, that,there.has as
yet been no clamor for. professional training institutions to discard training
methods which cannot meet the needs of-individual students whose minds have
been shaped by very different hereditary and experiential backgrounds. But
I assume that it's coming.

In the meantime, it might be well to begin mending our fences so that
me will be better able to withstand the strains of change. After all, there
should be something besides subject matter and student age whiCh differentiate
professional schools from kindergartens.

40r should' there?

35
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history of ;i.e on earth can Be accurately characterized as
a continuous period of increasing efficiency, for-equivalent or superioi,
results have consistently been obtained with smaller and smaller expen-

. ditures of individual and collective energies. This is not to suggest
that the Second Law of Thermodynamics should be repealed; rather,
because the space-time framework of earthly life is but an exceedingly
small part of the overall cosmic picture, local entropy can be minimized'
"without observable untoward effects for a very long time. The concept,
of ms's inherent drive for greater effisiency is of fundamental impor-

,. ,stance, but unfortunately it's far too complex a subject to discuss meaning-
, fully at this time. What is needed, it seems to me, is'an "Understanding

Efficiency" treatise which traces this unifying force, from the firt
"intelligent" cell to quantum mechanic/electrodynamics and general
relativity concepts and which then explains the subtle effects of effi-
Itiencyon our every ay existence.
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